Mr John Ng Peng Wah
Vice President, Singapore National Employers
Federation
Chief Executive Officer, YTL PowerSeraya

Mr John Ng was appointed as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the YTL PowerSeraya
Group in January 2019.
Prior to his current appointment, Mr Ng was the CEO of Singapore LNG Corporation
(SLNG). An industry veteran with more than 35 years of commercial and operational
experience under his belt, John had spent a considerable amount of years in YTL
PowerSeraya and last served as the company’s CEO before he took up a similar role
in SLNG. He later returned to take the helm at the integrated energy company.
Mr Ng first transitioned with the company from its PUB days to the current YTL
PowerSeraya Group. During his tenure at YTL PowerSeraya, he has held numerous
leadership positions within the company, and was subsequently appointed as the
company’s CEO from 2009 to 2013.
During this time, he was responsible for augmenting the Group’s multi-utility services
and steered the growth of the company to maintain its leading position as an integrated
energy player in Singapore. He had also led YTL PowerSeraya to become the first
power generation company in Singapore to export electricity to Malaysia’s Tenaga
Nasional in May 2011, marking the first commercial deal ever for cross-border export
of electricity between Singapore and Malaysia.
Mr Ng is currently also the Vice-President of the Singapore National Employers
Federation Board. He is also a Board member of the Energy Studies Institute, and a
member of the PUB Board Committee for Risk Management.
He holds a Master of Science in Systems Engineering from National University of
Singapore and a Master of Science in Material Science from Carnegie Mellon
University, USA.
Quote: “It is indeed a privilege to be able to join the WSH Council, and to work with
esteemed leaders from across the entire spectrum of industries to promote and
improve workplace health and safety in Singapore. That the Council is so widely
represented points to the fact that health and safety is an important concern, no matter
where we work. I believe that so long as management and staff, from the very top to
the very bottom, are aligned in making health and safety a priority, workplace
accidents can be a thing of the past.”
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